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NBC Sports Special Captures Drama of PGA TOUR Qualifying
PGA TOUR 2013: Ticket To The TOUR 

PONTE VEDRA BEACH, FL, 04.01.2013, 22:56 Time

PGA - The drama plays out every year, as 50 golfers achieve
their primary professional goal by securing membership on the PGA TOUR. It was no
different in 2012 with 25 playing their way onto the TOUR through the Web.com Tour and
another 25 emerging from the grueling Qualifying School.

PGA TOUR 2013: Ticket To The TOUR presented by Web.com, an hour-long NBC Sports
special airing Saturday, January 12 at 3 p.m. ET, goes inside the ropes and documents the
compelling action at the final three rounds of the Web.com Tour Championship as well as
the PGA TOUR Qualifying School, where each shot can literally make-or-break a player´s
future.  

The Web.com Tour Championship is the final week of the Web.com Tour season, where
the top 25 players on the season-long money list are finalized and rewarded with their 2013
PGA TOUR card. PGA TOUR 2013: Ticket To The TOUR presented by Web.com
documents the week and witnesses the top 25 players celebrate their accomplishment,
while the rest of the field is left with one last chance ““ PGA TOUR Qualifying School.  

Produced by PGA TOUR Entertainment in high definition, the show takes viewers behindthe-scenes and into the minds of these
players at PGA TOUR Qualifying School during
their final shot for PGA TOUR membership. PGA TOUR 2013: Ticket To The TOUR will
profile an array of personalities, highlighting how the characters in each story are different
“¦ as is each ending.  

Web.com Tour players to be featured
Luke Guthrie ““ 2nd on Web.com Tour money list
Luke List ““ 4th on Web.com Tour money list
Ben Kohles ““ 8th on Web.com Tour money list
Morgan Hoffman ““ 19th on Web.com Tour money list
Camilo Benedetti ““ 26th on Web.com Tour money list
Tune in Saturday, January 12 at 3 p.m. ET to follow the personal stories and the journey
each player takes to get to this point in his life; literally on the cusp of golf´s biggest stage.  
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